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BRUSSELS: French and German attempts to end the con-
flict in east Ukraine risk increasing tensions that were
already rising in the European Union over how to handle
Russia and which could complicate peace efforts. Progress
at talks between Russian and Ukrainian envoys have raised
hopes of convening the first international summit in three
years on ending the fighting between pro-Russian sepa-
ratists and Ukrainian government forces. 

But some EU states, while welcoming a summit that
would involve France, Germany, Ukraine and Russia, are
worried by growing talk that the EU might partially lift
sanctions imposed on Moscow since its seizure of Crimea
from Ukraine in 2014. EU divisions over how to deal with
Moscow have been growing over overtures to the Kremlin
in recent months, led by Paris. 

Comments by French President Emmanuel Macron have
especially upset governments in EU countries that were
once Soviet satellite states or constituent republics.
Alarmed by what they see as an increasingly aggressive
Russian foreign policy, they reject anything that might
smack of appeasement. “Are we to reward Russia because
they have not done anything grotesque in the past few
months?” one EU diplomat asked. 

In EU meetings, letters and speeches, divisions about
Russia that were once under control are resurfacing,
diplomats say. The tension could make it harder for the EU
to agree new sanctions if Russia intensifies what are often
depicted by Western leaders as efforts by President
Vladimir Putin to undermine Western institutions such as
the 28-nation bloc.

The tension could also further divide the bloc - with a
group of French-led, relatively Russia-friendly allies such
as Italy on one side, and the Baltic states, Poland and
Romania on the other. This in turn could weaken the
resolve of Western-backed governments to stand up for
Ukraine, diplomats said. 

EU diplomats still expect leaders of the bloc to extend
sanctions on Russia’s energy, financial and defense sectors
for another six months at a regular summit in December.
But while Macron and German Chancellor Angela Merkel
say there can be no sanctions relief until Russia imple-
ments a peace deal for Ukraine agreed in 2014-2015, both
see sanctions as impeding better relations with Moscow.

Macron’s ‘reset’
The measures, imposed over the annexation of Crimea

and Russian support for the separatists fighting in Ukraine,
require all EU governments to agree. Any friction could
allow just one country, possibly Moscow’s ally Hungary, to
end them. “The time has come for the German government
to pressure the EU for a partial lifting of the sanctions,”
German lawmaker Peter Ramsauer, whose centre-right
Christian Social Union (CSU) is a member of Germany’s
ruling coalition, told Reuters.

Baltic states, once part of the Soviet Union, fear a
Russian trap to block Ukraine’s ambition to join NATO
and the EU. The country of 42 million has borders both
with Russia and countries in the EU and NATO. With
Germany open to France taking a more active role on
Russia, Macron unexpectedly relaunched a bid for better
Russian ties in July. Sending his defense and foreign min-
isters to Moscow in September and ending a four-year
freeze on such high-level diplomatic visits, Macron is
seeking to bring Moscow back into the fold of leading
industrialized nations.

Macron, who said in August that alienating Russia was
“a profound strategic mistake”, wants Moscow’s help to
solve the world’s most intractable crises, from Syria to
North Korea. “The geography, history and culture of
Russia are fundamentally European,” Macron said on
Tuesday in a speech to the Council of Europe, the conti-
nent’s main human rights forum, from which Russia was
suspended after Crimea.

Russia’s readmission in July, for which France and
Germany lobbied, was the first time that an international
sanction imposed for Moscow’s seizure of Crimea has
been reversed. Charles Michel, Belgium’s prime minister,
told EU diplomats last month that while Russia was a
security threat, it “remains a neighbor too and we must
deal with this reality.” In a letter to EU diplomats last
month, the EU’s ambassador to Moscow also called for a
“pragmatic” approach to Russia.

Reward or revenge?
EU diplomats from eastern, Balt ic and Nordic

nations have said they are confused by Macron’s
approach, questioning what has changed in Russia to

merit a renaissance in relations. The conflict in east
Ukraine has killed over 13,000 people since April
2014. Russ ia  and Ukraine swapped pr isoners  in
September in what was seen as the first sign of an
improvement in relations. But Putin has ruled out
returning Crimea, gifted to Ukraine in 1954 by then
Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev. NATO accuses
Russia of trying to destabilize the West with new
nuclear weapons, pulling out of arms control treaties,
cyber attacks and covert action.

Last year, Western governments including France
expelled an unprecedented number of Russian diplo-
mats after a nerve agent attack on a former Russian spy
in England that EU leaders blamed on Moscow. The
Kremlin rejected any involvement. Michel Duclos, a for-
mer French envoy to Syria, said the risk for Macron
was that, viewed from Moscow, France was “useful for
disuniting the Western camp,” recalling what he said
was a “classic feature” of East-West relations during
the Cold War. — Reuters

Divisions over Russia mount: France 
and Germany seek peace in Ukraine

EU risks splitting into two camps on Russia

KIEV: Demonstrators wave Ukraine national flags as they gather in central Kiev yesterday to protest broad-
er autonomy for separatist territories, part of a plan to end a war with Russian-backed fighters. — AFP 

EU presses Britain to 
resubmit Brexit plan 
as end-game looms
BRUSSELS: With the resumption of crunch Brexit talks
today looming large, European leaders piled pressure on
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson to revise his offer -
and to do so quickly. On Saturday Johnson started phoning
his EU counterparts to sell his proposals for a managed
withdrawal from the bloc, after the latest plans were given
short shrift by Brussels. European diplomats say London
needs to offer a revised, viable way forward before the end
of next week, so that any haggling and legalistic work is
done before a crucial EU summit on October 17-18.

That high-stakes European Council meeting will deter-
mine whether Britain is headed for an agreement, exten-
sion, or potentially disastrous no-deal. Finnish Prime
Minister Antti Rinne - whose country currently holds the

European Union’s rotating presidency - said he had told
Johnson it was “important to find a solution within a week”
and the British leader “agreed with the timetable”. Dutch
Premier Mark Rutte tweeted he had told Johnson “impor-
tant questions remain about the British proposals” and
“there is a lot of work to be done ahead” of the summit.

Johnson was expected to also call the leaders of other
EU countries after talks broke up without progress Friday
between a top UK Brexit official, David Frost, and the EU
team headed by top negotiator Michel Barnier. “An agree-
ment will be very difficult to reach, but it is still possible,”
Barnier said on Saturday at an event organized by French
newspaper Le Monde. “We are ready for no-deal, even if
we don’t desire it,” he said. “No-deal will never be the
choice of the EU. If it happens, it would be Britain’s choice.”
The UK had been keen for discussions to continue through
the weekend, but they were set to restart on Monday.

A week’s window
Johnson’s proposals, submitted Wednesday, “do not

provide a basis for concluding an agreement,” a European
Commission spokeswoman underlined on Friday. The EU
refuses to characterize the talks held so far as negotia-

tions, preferring to resurrect a Brexit withdrawal agree-
ment struck with Johnson’s predecessor Theresa May that
has been rejected three times by British MPs.

The main sticking point is a “backstop” for Northern

Ireland that under the May agreement would have seen all the
UK, or at least Northern Ireland, remaining in the EU’s cus-
toms union. It is meant to guarantee that no border springs up
between the British territory and EU member Ireland - which
would threaten the hard-won Good Friday peace accord -
while also maintaining the integrity of the EU’s single market.

Britain’s current idea for an alternative is for untried
technology to remove the need for most but not all border
checks, and for EU standards on goods to continue to
apply in Northern Ireland to facilitate trade. This border
plan is not acceptable for the EU. It sees the potential for
rampant smuggling - especially as Johnson intends for the
rest of the UK to diverge from EU labor, environmental
and tax norms to aim for a regulation-lite economy on
Europe’s doorstep. Johnson on Saturday called his plan “a
practical compromise that gives ground where necessary”
but has also previously suggested it was a broad “landing
zone” - which to Brussels suggests he might yet budge on
issues it finds unacceptable. But in identical articles for the
Brexit-backing British tabloids the Sunday Express and
the Sun yesterday, Johnson said the bloc now needed to
show “its own willingness to do a deal that the UK
Parliament can support”. — AFP

Thousands protest 
French IVF law for 
single women 
and lesbians 
PARIS: Thousands gathered in Paris yesterday
to protest the government’s plan to let single
women and lesbians become pregnant with fer-
tility treatments, the country’s first major social
reform since France legalized gay marriage in
2013. Waving red and green flags, a crowd
marched from the French Senate toward the
monolithic Tour Montparnasse skyscraper,
chanting “Liberty, Equality, Paternity”-a play on
the French motto which ends with “Fraternity.”

Many wore the distinctive cone-shaped red
Phyrgian hats that are a symbol of the French
republic. Organizers said they hoped 100,000
will turn out against the law, which was
approved by the lower house of parliament last
month, but officials said they were expecting
10,000 to 20,000 people. “For two years now
our attempts at dialogue have gone nowhere...
the street is the only place left for us to be
heard,” Ludovine de la Rochere, president of
the Protest for Everyone association, told jour-
nalists yesterday.

President Emmanuel Macron pledged during
his 2017 election campaign to push the law
despite deep resistance among rightwing
opponents as well as conservative Roman
Catholics and other religious groups. They had
mobilized massively in 2012 and 2013 against a
move by Macron’s Socialist predecessor
Francois Hollande to legalize marriage for
homosexual couples, with one Paris protest
attracting 340,000 people according to police.

But that law did not allow lesbian couples or
single women to have children via in-vitro fer-
tilization or other medically assisted means,
long a taboo in France. Many women have
instead been forced to go abroad for such
treatments, and French courts often refuse to
recognize the second mother’s maternity rights
in the case of same-sex couples. Under the
proposed law, France’s healthcare system
would cover the cost of the procedure for all
women under 43.

It would also allow children conceived with
donated sperm to find out the donor’s identity

when they turn 18, a change from the country’s
strict donor anonymity protections. If
approved, the law would bring French legisla-
tion in line with other European nations includ-
ing Britain, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands,
Ireland, Belgium and Scandinavian countries,
which authorize medically assisted procreation
for all women.

‘Much less divided’ 
Opponents say the law deprives children of a

necessary paternal figure and threatens a tradi-
tional family structure, and would open the
door to legalizing surrogacy, including for gay
men. Protest organizers chartered two high-
speed TGV trains and around 100 buses to
bring people to Paris yesterday, and said they
had distributed some three million flyers against
the law in recent weeks. “The family, with a
mother and a father, is an ecosystem that needs
protecting,” said Christian Kersabiec, 68, who
came to the march yesterday from Vannes in
Brittany, denouncing “this new society where
they play the sorcerer’s apprentice.”

But analysts say French society has become

more accepting of non-traditional families
since the gay marriage law was passed in 2013.
Last week, National Assembly lawmakers vot-
ed to make it easier for parents who have chil-
dren via a surrogate mother abroad, in coun-
tries where it is legal, to have them officially
recognized in France - though Macron’s gov-
ernment has said it opposes the move. And an
Ifop poll in September found that 68 percent
approved IVF and other medically assisted
procreation (MAP) for single women, and 65
percent for lesbian couples.

“It’s hard to predict what will happen yester-
day but public opinion is much less divided on
MAP than on gay marriage,” Frederic Dabi, an
Ifop director said. Gerard Larcher, the
rightwing president of the Senate who protest-
ed against the gay marriage law six years ago,
is not expected to attend the rally. “The people
demonstrating will be doing it more out of
moral conviction, a sense of duty, rather than to
try to make the government back down,” said
Yann Raison de Cleuziou, a sociologist who has
studied the conservative Catholic movement
against the family reforms. — AFP 

PARIS: Protesters take part in a demonstration against a government plan to let single women and
lesbians become pregnant with fertility treatments yesterday in Paris. — AFP 

NEWCASTLE: Britain’s main opposition Labor Party
leader Jeremy Corbyn acknowledges the applause after
speaking during a Labor party rally in Newcastle. — AFP 


